). We say that G belongs to a class CSV of finite pgroups if there is such a presentation with n=d(G) and m = r(G). Such a presentation is said to be minimal.
G is said to be an extension of a group K by H if H is a normal subgroup of G, and G/H^.K. G is said to be an outer extension of K by H if G is an extension of K by H, and d(G)=d{K)+d(H).
In this paper it is shown that if K is a finite cyclic /»-group, and H is a. finite abelian/7-group, then any outer extension of K by H belongs to 'Sv. The case n=\ has been covered in [2] . p-factor group of K in the sense that if A is any finite p-group which is a factor group of K, then A is a factor group ofG.
Proof. Let Yk{F) be the /Vth term of the lower central series of F. Any /»-factor group of K=F/S with class k and exponent q=p" will necessarily be a factor group of K¡{Yk{F)F«) s* (F¡S)l(Tk(F)F"SIS) g* Fl(Tk(F)F'S).
Thus it will suffice to show that The following well-known theorem, which is stated without proof, is due to D. Epstein [1] . Note. In the above proof, vtj may be replaced by vi}+sp" for some integer s, and for all / and/ Lemma 4. Let A(t), B(t) and C(t) be rational polynomials in t, p a fixed nonzero integer, and K and L infinite sets of integers. Then it is possible to choose integers keK and XeL such that the polynomials A(t) and £>(/) = KB(t)+XC{t)+p are coprime. 
ii) A¡(t)\B(t) and A¿(t)J(C(t)-then there is at most one I such that A((t)\D(t), since if kx and A2 have this property:

At(f) | KlB(t) + AxC(i) + ¡i and At(f) \ «.2B(t) + X2C(t) + ¡u,
hence Aí(i)\(k1-K2)B{t) + {X1-X2)C{t) which is impossible unless XX = X2.
(Hi) Ai(t))fB(t) and A{(t)\C(t)-then there is at most one k such that
Ai{t)\D(t)-the proof is as for (ii).
(iv) Ai(t))fB(t) and Ai(t)JfC(t)-then for each kgK, there is at most one XeL for which Ai(t)J(D(t) and conversely, since if, for kgK and Xx and X2gL, At(t) | kB(í) + AiC(i) + ¡x and At(t) | xB(t) + X2C{t) + p,, then Ai(t)\(X1 -X2)C(t), which is impossible unless X1 = X2. Similarly for the converse. Now, define K^K by kgKj^ iff for some i, case (iii) applies, and keK is the unique integer permitted by the argument, and define L^L similarly. As K^ and Lx are finite, K'=K-K1 and L' = L-L1 are infinite, and clearly if keK' and XeL', AA\t))(D{t) if (i), (ii) or (iii) applies. Choose any keK' and define L2 a L' by XeL2 iff for some i, case (iv) applies and A is the unique second member of the pair (k, X) permitted by the argument. Then L2 is finite, so L"=L' -L2 is infinite, and by the construction, if kgK', XeL", then Ai(t) | KB(t) + XC(t) + p for each / = 1, ■ • • , r.
Hence A(t) and KB(t)+XC(t)+p are coprime. We have xk=bn11 so xb^x^=b\\ which implies 6Í*"~x),ri*í«*»'-1, xb'^x-1 -xb«1-v""rix-1 = i,'1-*»"* = bY\ which implies bl*1**''1b2"~1)''2''lb¡!>1'*''i = l. We continue as in the last step for b3, • • • , bn_2, obtaining xb^jri'"nix~1=bl'L-22'""1 which implies°1
°n-2 °n-\ -lFor Än_! we recall that bnb1=b^>bn applies, and we derive
From this and the preceding equations, b^'^^gp^j], so6*"' ""^egp{bl1} = gp{xk} so that x*5»,"*1Vc-1«e;«""*»\ and we may derive
where cx and c2 are nonzero integers independent of vnn. Thus
By suitable choice of vnn we may ensure that c3 = ("n« -1Vici -c2 7e 0; then bl{m) = \, where v(w)=*(r"B-l)ir1v"_11S(OT)-r"1r(m)+c8.
Also, from (i): bnb1b~1=bT, so blb1b~'=bf. If we put or«/»*»"'», then ¿>£ is a power of ¿>1; so b^b1b~''=b1, and we have (iii) frr""1 = 1, bfm) = 1, so that IAjI is the greatest common divisor of m" -1 and y(m). Now Sim) and T(m) are independent of v"_i x and vnl, so that by Lemma 4 we can choose these coefficients so that the polynomials have no common factor containing m. Now if two polynomials are coprime in this sense, the Euclidean algorithm shows that it is possible to find a linear combination of them which is an integer, say ql1 ■ ■ • qkkpta-but if |¿>x| divides m"-1 and f(m), then it must divide this number, whence, since m=l + Xpt', by Lemma 5 it is possible to choose X such that m" -1 is prime to qx,---,qk. From this we deduce that l^l is a power of/7, and thus that the order of every generator is /»-power.
Thus Ais a finite/»-group, and by the earlier remarks, this is sufficient to complete the proof.
